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Abstract

Ž .The sigma coordinate, Princeton Ocean Model POM has been configured for the North
Atlantic Ocean between 58N and 508N as part of data assimilation, model predictability and
intercomparison studies. The model uses a curvilinear orthogonal grid with higher resolution in the
western North Atlantic and lower resolution in the eastern North Atlantic. A series of experiments,
each one of a 10-year duration, are performed to evaluate the sensitivity of the ocean mean state
and variability to model parameters and model configuration; these experiments include open vs.
closed boundary conditions, low vs. high resolution grids, and different choices of diffusion and
viscosity. The results show that the use of closed boundaries together with near-boundary buffer
zones where temperature and salinity are relaxed towards the observed values give less realistic
flows, weaker recirculation gyres and less realistic Gulf Stream separation than do open boundary
conditions. The experiments show that the sensitivity of the ocean variability in the model to the
choice of the Smagorinsky diffusion and viscosity coefficients significantly differs from one
region to another and largely depends on other attributes such as the mean position of the Gulf
Stream in each simulation. A 50% change in model resolution in the Gulf Stream region has a
larger effect on ocean variability than a change of diffusivity by a factor of 10. In areas where
either the high or the low resolution models have sufficient resolution, as in the Gulf of Mexico,
they are able to produce variability comparable to that observed from altimeter data; elsewhere,
model variability is underestimated. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

High resolution, free surface, sigma coordinate ocean models, based on the Princeton
Ž .Ocean Model henceforth POM numerical code, have been and are being evaluated and

compared with other models as part of the development of mesoscale and coastal ocean
prediction systems. Two examples are the Data Assimilation and Model Evaluation

Ž .Experiments DAMEE, Willems et al., 1994 and the Coastal Ocean Forecast System
Ž .COFS, Aikman et al., 1995 . In recent years, models such as POM, traditionally used
mostly for coastal and regional applications, are being also used for basin scale

Ž .simulations e.g., Ezer and Mellor 1994, 1997; Ezer, 1999 . Models that use a vertical
sigma coordinate grid and a horizontal curvilinear orthogonal grid have characteristics
that distinguish them from z-level models and thus need special attention in the
evaluation of the sensitivity of these models to various parameter and configuration

Ž .choices. Oey 1996 has shown, for example, using POM, that mesoscale variability in
the Gulf of Mexico is quite sensitive to the choice of horizontal diffusion; either too
large or too low diffusion results in less realistic variability and frequency of eddy
shedding from the loop current. Horizontal diffusion in sigma coordinate ocean models

Žis often formulated along sigma layers though another approach, not tested here, uses
.an isopycnally oriented mixing tensor, Barnier et al., 1998 ; otherwise, transformation to

horizontal diffusion results in poor bottom boundary layer representation as detailed by
Ž .Mellor and Blumberg 1985 . This however, entails undesired diapycnal mixing due to

the iso-sigma diffusion over steep topographies which is, however, greatly reduced by
subtraction of climatological temperature and salinity fields before the diffusion fluxes
are calculated. The side effect of this formulation is a weak relaxation tendency towards
the prescribed climatology; however, the time-scale associated with this relaxation is

Ž .relatively long, about 20 years Ezer and Mellor, 1997 , and thus this procedure should
not have a significant effect on seasonal and mesoscale variabilities. With high enough
resolution, recent experiments with POM have indicated that diffusion and relaxation
towards climatology can be nil. It is, in fact, found that coarse resolution sigma
coordinate models can tolerate much smaller horizontal viscosity and diffusivities than

Ž .z-level models do Mellor et al., 2000 . Here we test the possibility of zero diffusion,
together with a case where climatological fields are not removed from the along-sigma

Ž .diffusion terms. The study of Mellor et al. 1998 , which follows a previous study of
Ž .pressure gradient errors in sigma coordinate models Mellor et al., 1994 , indicates that

reducing diffusion while increasing viscosity may also help in reducing pressure
gradient errors. Therefore, we also experiment here with different values for the

Ž .turbulence Prandtl number, i.e., the mixing coefficient of momentum viscosity relative
Ž .to the mixing coefficient of tracers diffusion . The main goal of this study is thus to

systematically evaluate the sensitivity of the POM to various parameters and resolutions,
in a model domain that includes the eddy-rich western boundary current region as well
as the open ocean, and uses a curvilinear horizontal grid with irregular grid size.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the model and the experiments are described
in Sections 2; then, the effect of lateral boundary conditions and the vorticity balance are
discussed in Section 3 and the effects of diffusion and grid size are discussed in Section
4; discussion and conclusions are offered in Section 5.
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2. The model configuration and the experiments design

The free surface, sigma coordinate POM is described by Blumberg and Mellor
Ž .1987 . In the experiments described here, 16 vertical sigma layers are used with higher

Žresolution in the upper mixed layer and lower resolution in the deep ocean. Experiments
.where bottom boundary layers are also resolved are now being performed. The

horizontal grid employs a curvilinear orthogonal system with a variable resolution
Ž .covering the domain from 58N to 508N and 08W to 1008W Fig. 1A . Two different

grids are used, ‘‘low resolution’’ and ‘‘high resolution’’; Fig. 1B and C show the
Ž .average grid size 0.5 D xqD y in the two grids. In the high resolution model, D y is as

small as about 8 km in the Gulf of Mexico; in most of the domain D x)D y. The use of
a curvilinear grid allows us to better resolve the US coastal regions and the regions of
intense meso-scale variabilities such as the Gulf Stream, the Gulf of Mexico and the
Caribbean Sea; however, in most of the domain even the high resolution grid is only
marginally eddy resolving. To minimize pressure gradient errors, the bottom topography

Ž .in the model not shown has been smoothed such that the difference of the depths of
Ž .adjacent grid points divided by their mean is less than 0.4 Mellor et al., 1994 . The use

of higher resolution in the Western North Atlantic reduces smoothing on the continental
shelf break and slope. The maximum ocean depth in the model is 5500 m and the
minimum depth is 10 m.

Ž .The vertical mixing coefficients are provided by the Mellor and Yamada 1982
Ž .turbulence scheme the so-called level 2.5 version . The horizontal mixing coefficients

Ž . Ž .for momentum viscosity and tracers diffusivity are calculated by a Smagorinsky-type
Ž .formulation Smagorinsky et al., 1965 such that:

1r22 22Eu 1 EÕ Eu EÕ
A , A s C ,C D xD y q q q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .M H vis dif ž / ž / ž /Ex 2 Ex E y E y

where u and Õ are the horizontal velocity components in the x and y direction,
Ž .respectively x and y are along the curvilinear model grid lines . Therefore, horizontal

viscosity and diffusion are reduced with decreasing grid size and velocity gradients.
Sensitivity experiments will use different values of the coefficients C and C , andvis dif

will thus represent different values of the turbulent Prandtl number, PrsC rC . Thevis dif

change of temperature due to the iso-sigma horizontal diffusion, as discussed before and
Ž .detailed in Mellor and Blumberg 1985 , can be written as:

ET E E TyT E E TyTŽ . Ž .clim clim
s A q A 2Ž .H Hž / ž /Et Ex Ex E y E y

Ž .where T x, y, z represents climatological data. A similar formulation applies also toclim

salinity. In one experiment, T will be set to zero.clim

All the experiments start with the same initial condition, the January climatological
Ž .temperature and salinity data of the Generalized Digital Environmental Model GDEM

Ž .Teague et al., 1990 , and forced by the same surface wind stress, the monthly
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Ž . ŽFig. 1. A The curvilinear model grid of the low resolution version of the model, the average grid size in
. Ž . Ž .kilometers of the low resolution B and the high resolution C domains.

Ž .climatological wind stress of the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set COADS
Ž . Ž .as analyzed by da Silva et al. 1994 . Surface heat flux Q is calculated according to:

EQ
0 0QsQ q T yT 3Ž .Ž .c cž /ET c
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where subscript ‘‘c’’ represents SST fields derived from the COADS monthly climatol-
0 Žogy, and T is the model surface temperature. This Haney-type formulation Haney,

.1971 , which adds a simplified atmospheric feedback term to the observed fluxes, has
Ž .been used in several previous studies using POM Ezer and Mellor, 1992, 1994 .

Evaporation and precipitation data from COADS are used for surface salinity flux
conditions. However, in order to reduce unrealistic salinity changes in the mixed layer,
we found it necessary to add a weak relaxation of salinity to the monthly climatology in
the upper five layers of the model; with relaxation time-scale ranging from 30 days at

Žthe surface to 360 days at level 5 the depth of level 5 corresponds to 0.1 m in the
.shallowest regions and about 70 m in the deepest points .

Lateral boundary conditions for temperature and salinity are provided by three 38

wide buffer zones, in the north, south and in the eastern portion bordering the Gibraltar
Straits where model fields are relaxed towards the GDEM monthly climatology with
relaxation time scale ranging from 5 days near the boundary to 60 days at the outer edge
of the buffer zone. The experiment with closed boundaries has zero velocities perpendic-
ular to the boundaries; a strategy quite common in basin scale models. The hope is that
velocities will geostrophically adjust to the density field within the buffer zone.

In the experiments with open boundary conditions, inflowroutflows on the northern
and southern open boundaries are taken from the annual mean velocities derived from

Ž .the whole Atlantic model of Ezer and Mellor 1997 ; their vertically integrated values
are shown in Fig. 2. The imposed transports in the northern boundary includes about 25
Sv of slope water inflow at the north western corner of the domain, and a similar amount
of outflow transport representing the North Atlantic Current. The imposed transports in

Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. The imposed total stream function in Sverdrups along the southern boundary solid line and along the
Ž .northern boundary dashed line , derived from the vertically and annually averaged flow in the whole Atlantic

Ž .model of Ezer and Mellor 1997 .
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Table 1
The model configuration and parameters used in the experiments. C and C are the coefficients of thevis dif

Ž .Smagorinsky formulation for viscosity and diffusivity in Eq. 1 , respectively; Pr sC rC is the turbulentvis dif
Ž .Prandtl number; T and S are the climatological fields used in Eq. 2clim clim

Experiment Resolution Boundary conditions C C Pr T , Svis dif clim clim

L1 Low Closed 0.1 0.1 1 GDEM
L2 Low Open 0.1 0.1 1 GDEM
L3 Low Open 0.1 0 ` NrA
L4 Low Open 0.01 0.01 1 GDEM
L5 Low Open 0.1 0.1 1 0
H1 High Open 0.01 0.01 1 GDEM
H2 High Open 0.1 0.01 10 GDEM
H3 High Open 0.1 0.1 1 GDEM

the southern boundary includes about 20 Sv inflow along the South American coast and
a similar amount of outflow along the rest of the boundary.

The experiments are summarized in Table 1. A comparison between experiments L1
and L2 will indicate the effect of the lateral boundary condition, while comparisons
between L2, L3, L4 and L5 will indicate the effect of diffusion and viscosity in the low

Žresolution experiments. In experiment L3 horizontal diffusion is nil thus T and Sclim clim
Ž . .in Eq. 2 are irrelevant and, thus, is unique in ocean modeling. In L5, T and Sclim clim

Ž .are set to zero in Eq. 2 . A comparison of L2 vs. H3 and L4 vs. H1 will indicate the
effect of model resolution under similar parameterization; however one should keep in

Ž .mind that, for the same diffusion coefficient the actual diffusivity in Eq. 1 is not the
same since it depends on grid size and velocity gradients which differ from case to case.

Ž .The diffusivity calculated from Eq. 1 varies spatially, temporally and from case to
case. For example, at 50-m depth, A in the low resolution experiments with C s0.1H dif

varies between ;100 m2 sy1 in the open ocean and a maximum of ;2000 m2 sy1 in
the Gulf Stream region, while at 4000-m depth, values range from ;20 to ;500 m2

sy1. Values of A in the high resolution experiments with the same value of C areH dif

about 40% lower than those in the low resolution calculations.

3. Open vs. closed boundary conditions

In this section, experiments L1 and L2 are compared. Initially, during the first year or
so, the two experiments produce quite similar flow fields, as they represent calculations

Ž .that are quite similar to diagnostic calculations Ezer and Mellor, 1994 , i.e., the flow
field is adjusted to the observed density field which has not departed significantly from
the climatology used as initial conditions. The average vertically integrated stream
functions of year 2 in the two experiments are shown in Fig. 3. The structure of the two
simulations is very similar in most of the domain, except in the Gulf Stream region.

Ž .With closed boundaries Fig. 3A the southward western boundary inflow from the
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Ž .Fig. 3. Averaged stream function of year 2 of the integration. A Experiment L1 with closed boundary
Ž .conditions, and B experiment L2 with open boundary conditions. Contour interval is 5 Sv; dashed lines

represent negative values.

northern boundary is relatively weak and so is the recirculation gyre north of the Gulf
Stream which is detached from the inflow boundary current. The result is an unrealistic
Gulf Stream separation downstream of Cape Hatteras. The separation problem is typical

Ž .for many basin scale models such as the Community Modeling Effort CME model
Ž .Beckmann et al., 1994 . The circulation and the Gulf Stream separation is more realistic

Ž .in the case with open boundaries Fig. 3B ; in particular, note the unrealistic anticy-
clonic gyre just off Cape Hatteras that is seen in Fig. 3A, but not in Fig. 3B.

After 10 years, both models show less realistic Gulf Stream separation than in year 2;
however, there are clear differences between the two simulations. First, just off Cape
Hatteras an unrealistic anticyclonic gyre with as much as 40 Sv is evident in L1; this
gyre is much weaker in L2. Second, downstream of Cape Hatteras, around 558W, both

Žsimulations show some evidence of the cyclonic northern recirculation gyre i.e., a local
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. Ž .minimum in the stream function , an observed feature Hogg et al., 1986 , but the
Ž . Ž .intensity of this gyre is much smaller in L1 Fig. 4A than in L2 Fig. 4B . The

maximum total southwestward transport between the coast and the center of this gyre is
about 25 Sv in L2, but less then 5 Sv in L1. The open boundary condition, allows larger
inflow transport, compared to the closed boundary conditions; this inflow of cold slope
water is needed to support the circulation in the northern recirculation gyre, as

Ž .previously shown in the Gulf Stream separation study of Ezer and Mellor 1992 . The
separation of the Gulf Stream, though improved with the open boundary conditions, is

Ž .still not satisfactory this is also evident in the surface elevation fields, shown later , and
even the higher resolution grid in experiments H1–H3 is not sufficiently fine to solve
the problem. It is quite possible that prescribing more realistic, high resolution tempera-

Ž .ture and velocity fields on the northern boundary from models or data will improve the
simulations in this domain. Although the separation of the Gulf Stream in ocean models

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for year 10.
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is still not completely understood, recent studies indicate the important role played by
Ž . Žthe Joint Effect of Baroclinicity and Bottom Relief the JEBAR effect Myers et al.

.1996; Dengg et al., 1996 . Therefore, models need to maintain the baroclinic structure
Ž .north of the Gulf Stream i.e., by the southward flowing cold water inflow in order to

Žachieve realistic separation. For the domain and the model used here, it seems clear Fig.
.4 that the northern buffer zone by itself cannot produce the appropriate barotropic flow

needed to maintain the northern recirculation gyre.

Fig. 5. The absolute value of the leading terms in the vertically integrated vorticity balanced equation averaged
Ž . Ž . Ž .over year 11 of experiment L2: A The Coriolis term, B the bottom pressure torque term and C the

advection and diffusion terms. Dotted areas represent values between 1–5=10y9 m sy2 , light shaded areas
represent values between 5–10=10y9 m sy2 and dark shaded areas represent values greater than 10=10y9

m sy2 .
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To further investigate the dynamical balance in the model, we now diagnose the
terms in the vertically integrated vorticity balance equation:

E EÕD EuD E A E A E f uD E f ÕDŽ . Ž .y x
y q y q qž /Et Ex E y Ex E y Ex E y

EP ED EP ED E t yt E t ytŽ . Ž .b b yo yb xo x b
s y q y , 4Ž .

Ex E y E y Ex Ex E y

Ž .where overbars indicate vertical averages. See Ezer and Mellor 1994 for more details
Ž .on the derivation of Eq. 4 and how these terms are calculated in POM. P is theb

bottom pressure:

h

P sghq r gd z , 5Ž .Hb
yH

r is the density, f is the Coriolis parameter, h is the surface elevation, DsHqh,
Ž . ŽA , A represents the advection and diffusion terms typically, advection is an orderx y

. Ž . Ž .of magnitude larger than diffusion of momentum , t , t and t , t are the surfacex y o x y b

Fig. 6. The balance of the leading terms in the vertically integrated vorticity balanced equation averaged over
year 11 of experiment L1 with closed boundary conditions. The cross-section is at 558W. The Coriolis term,
the bottom pressure torque term and the advection and diffusion terms are indicated by the dashed, dotted and

Ž y9 y2 .solid lines, respectively, at the top of the figure units on the left are in 10 m s . Also shown are the
Ž . Žvertically averaged transport a heavy long and short dash line and the bottom topography heavy solid line at

.the bottom of the figure .
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Ž .and bottom stress, respectively. The terms on the left side of Eq. 4 are the tendency
term, advection and diffusion terms, and Coriolis term. The terms on the right side are
the bottom pressure torque term, and the surface and bottom stress curl terms. For steady

Ž . Ž .flows, E uD ExqE ÕD rE ys0, and the Coriolis dominated term becomes the beta
term, b ÕD where b'E frE y.

Ž .Fig. 5 shows the absolute value of the leading terms in Eq. 4 obtained from a 1-year
average following the 10- year calculations of experiment L2. Near topographical
features such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the New England Seamount Chain, the
Coriolis term and the bottom pressure torque term have similar spatial distribution and,

Ž .in fact, balance each other not shown ; the advection and diffusion term is the third
leading term in magnitude. The largest amplitudes are found near the western boundary
and the Caribbean Sea where strong flows interact with bottom topography.

We now examine the differences between the open and the closed boundary
simulations in a section at 558W which cuts across the northern recirculation gyre and

Ž .the Gulf Stream. Figs. 6 and 7 show the balance of the leading terms of Eq. 4 in L1
and in L2; also shown are the vertically averaged transports and the bottom topography

Ž . Ž .along this section. With closed boundaries L1 , an eastward positive transport of
about 13 Sv, associated with an unrealistic branch of the Gulf Stream flowing along the

Ž .continental slope is evident between 458N and 468N Fig. 6 , while with open bound-
Ž . Ž .aries L2 this flow is much weaker, about 4 Sv Fig. 7 . Compared to the above

eastward transport, the return westward transport south of the eastward flow and north of
the Gulf Stream, between 448N and 458N, is stronger in L2 than in L1, so that the total
westward transport at this section is about y13 Sv in L2 and only y2 Sv in L1.

Ž .Concomitantly, the bottom pressure torque is larger by a factor of 2 in L2 Fig. 7

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for experiment L2 with open boundary conditions.
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Ž .compared to L1 Fig. 6 , indicating the influence that the prescribed slope water inflow
transports in L2 has on the northern recirculation gyre, as discussed before. The balance
of terms in the vorticity equation indicate that near the Gulf Stream, around 43.58N, the
Coriolis term is balanced by the advection and diffusion terms and by the bottom
pressure term. On the continental slope, and in particular at the edge of the return
westward flow, around 458N, the main balance is between the Coriolis and the bottom
pressure torque terms. While these calculations and analysis demonstrate qualitatively
the non-negligible effect of the choice of boundary conditions on the Gulf Stream
separation, transport and dynamic balance in a coarse resolution model, further improve-
ment in the boundary conditions and in particular in resolution are clearly needed in
order to achieve a more realistic simulations of the Gulf Stream.

4. Effect of diffusion, viscosity and model resolution

To test the vertical mixing component associated with the iso-sigma diffusion as
Ž .formulated in Eq. 2 , the area averaged vertical profiles of temperature and salinity after

Ž .10 years of model integration are shown in Fig. 8; experiments L2 with large diffusion ,
Ž . Ž .L3 with zero diffusion and L5 with T and S set to zero are compared with theclim clim

initial condition. The model climate drift at the surface is larger in the temperature field
than in the salinity field, due to the different surface boundary conditions used for
temperature and salinity. The climate drift is manifest in a reduction of gradients across
the main halocline and thermocline. Experiment L5, where climatological data were not

Ž .subtracted in Eq. 2 , has undesired diapycnal mixing and thus has the maximum drift,
Ž .while experiments L2, L3 and L4, not shown have smaller climate drift. The fact that
Ž .the case with no diffusion L3 has climate drift similar to the one with high diffusion

Ž .but with the subtraction of climatology L2 indicates that the change in the vertical
structure in L2 and L3 is most likely the result of vertical mixing and lateral advection
from the boundaries and not the side effect of the iso-sigma horizontal diffusion. The
weak relaxation to climatology associated with the formulation of diffusion in the model
Ž .i.e., the diffusion of anomalies relative to climatology seems to have only a very small,

Ž .but positive, effect by slightly reducing the model climate drift as in L2 compared with
Ž . Ž .the case with no diffusion L3 . The procedure invoked in Eq. 2 has been used in

numerous studies that show little negative effect on model properties, other than the
removal of the unrealistic diapycnal mixing seen in L5. We note that experiment L3
produces somewhat noisier temperature fields indicating that a choice of parameters
similar to L2 is preferred in most low resolution applications when iso-sigma diffusion
is used.

Ž . Ž .The area averaged mean kinetic energy MKE and eddy kinetic energy EKE are
Žshown in Fig. 9. Experiments L1, L2 and L3 show very similar EKE and MKE Fig.

. Ž .9a–c , with only slightly larger EKE in the case with zero diffusion L3, Fig. 9c ;
Ž .experiment L4, with reduced viscosity, shows significantly larger EKE Fig. 9d , due to

larger variability in the velocity fields in the Gulf of Mexico and in the Gulf Stream
regions.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of area averaged and monthly averaged January temperature A and salinity B of
Ž .the initial condition the GDEM climatology, solid lines and the model runs after 10 years. Note that the

vertical coordinate is logarithmic.

Fig. 10 shows the area averaged rms elevation anomaly during the 10-year simula-
Ž .tions, for experiments L2 and H3 with high diffusivity, upper panels and experiments

Ž .L4 and H1 with low diffusivity, lower panels . The analysis is done separately for the
western North Atlantic region which includes the Gulf Stream, the Caribbean Sea and
the Gulf of Mexico, and for the eastern North Atlantic which includes the rest of the
model domain. The spinup of surface variability in both grids takes about 3 years, after
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 9. Vertical profiles of area averaged MKE solid lines and EKE dashed lines , for experiments a L1,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 y2 .b L2, c L3 and d L4. Values are energy per unit mass in cm s . Note that the vertical coordinate is
logarithmic.

which variability does not change much, except for seasonal variations. Over the
Ž .western North Atlantic Fig. 10a and b , the high resolution grid provides higher levels

of variability due to the better resolution of the western boundary currents. However,
there is no significant differences between the two grids in the variability over the

Ž .eastern portion of the domain Fig. 10c and d , where both model grids are non-eddy
resolving. Note also that the seasonal and interannual variations in the western portion of
the domain are much larger in the western portion of the domain than they are in the
eastern portion. The reduction of the horizontal diffusion by a factor of 10 has only

Žsmall effect on the mean level of variability i.e., comparing the upper and lower panels
.of Fig. 10 , though in the western sub-region, interannual variations are affected by the

diffusion causing a less regular annual cycle in the case with reduced diffusion.
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ŽFig. 10. Rms surface elevation anomaly vs. time of integration calculated over the western North Atlantic left
. Ž .panels and over the eastern North Atlantic right panels ; solid lines are for low resolution calculations and

Ž . Ž . Ž .dashed lines are for high resolution calculations. a Experiments L2 and H3, b L4 and H1, c L2 and H3
Ž .and d L4 and H1. The value of the diffusion coefficient is indicated in each figure.

We now look at the spatial distribution of the mean and variability of surface
elevation, first in the low resolution calculations in Figs. 11 and 12 and then in the high

Žresolution calculations in Figs. 13 and 14. The 3-year mean years 4–6, after the spinup
.is completed; see Fig. 10 of surface elevation in the low resolution calculations exhibits

Žthe Gulf Stream separation problem discussed before and in previous studies Ezer and
.Mellor, 1992; Beckmann et al., 1994; Dengg et al., 1996; Myers et al., 1996 . The

surface current in the model has two branches, one is separated from the coast and
represents the observed Gulf Stream, and another one continues to flow along the coast
and in some cases separates from the coast farther downstream. The latter unrealistic
current is a typical feature of many models with insufficient resolution. The differences
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Ž .Fig. 11. Mean surface elevation calculated from 3 years years 4–6 of integration with the low resolution
Ž . Ž . Ž .grids of experiments A L2, B L3 and C L4. Contour interval is 5 cm and dashed lines represent negative

contours.

in the mean Gulf Stream between the different low resolution calculations are quite
Ž .small, though in experiment L2 with higher diffusivity Fig. 11A the Gulf Stream
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Ž .Fig. 12. Rms surface elevation calculated from 3 years years 4–6 of integration with the low resolution grids
Ž . Ž . Ž .of experiments A L2, B L3 and C L4. Contour interval is 2 cm; dotted, dashed and dark shaded regions

represent values of 4–8 cm, 8–12 cm and greater than 12 cm, respectively.

separation is somewhat better than the other experiments, possibly due to a smaller
Ž .climate drift of the density field in this simulation Fig. 8 which helps to maintain the
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 11, but for the high resolution experiments A H1, B H2 and C H3.

baroclinic structure across the Gulf Stream. In contrast with the small effect, the
diffusivity has on the mean elevation, the surface elevation variability obtained by the
different low resolution calculations differ from each other, and the effect of diffusivity
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 12, but for the high resolution experiments A H1, B H2 and C H3.

Ž .changes between one region to another Fig. 12 . For example, experiment L2 with the
Ž .higher diffusivity Fig. 12A has the largest area of high variability in the Gulf Stream
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Ž .region, while experiment L3 Fig. 12B with the lowest diffusivity has the largest area of
high variability in the Gulf of Mexico region where the model is eddy resolving. The

Ž . Žrelation between the mean location of the Gulf Stream Fig. 11 and the variability Fig.
.12 suggests that the decrease in Gulf Stream variability in L3 and L4 is related to a

more northward and less realistic position of the stream. We note that the high
variability along the northern lateral boundary seem to be related to instabilities
associated with adjustment of the flow field near the buffer zone.

Ž .Fig. 15. A comparison between the variability rms surface elevation anomaly obtained from the
Ž . Ž . ŽTopexrPoseidon altimeter solid lines and the variability obtained from the high resolution H3 dash–dot

. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lines and the low resolution L2 dashed lines models along three north–south sections: a 708W, b 658W
Ž .and c 608W. Model calculations are from the 3-year simulations shown in Figs. 12a and 14c; altimeter

calculations were obtained from data collected during 1993–1995.
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We now turn to the high resolution calculations. While the Gulf stream and the Gulf
Ž .of Mexico loop current in the high resolution calculations Fig. 13 are better defined

Ž .and more intense than those obtained by the lower resolution grid Fig. 11 , discussed
above, the Gulf Stream separation is still not satisfactory and an even higher resolution

Ž .grid is probably needed, as indicated by Hulbert and Hogan 2000, this issue . The mean
Ž .Gulf Stream position is somewhat more realistic in H3 Fig. 13C , which has a higher

diffusivity than the other high resolution experiments; this is especially evident between
508W and 608W. This result is consistent with the low resolution calculations, i.e.,
experiments L2 and H3 with C sC s0.1 seem to produce the best results. Thevis dif

Ž .spatial distribution of rms elevation in the high resolution calculations Fig. 14 shows
that the area of high variability extends farther downstream along the Gulf Stream path

Ž .compared with the low resolution calculations Fig. 12 . A significant increase in the
area of large variability in the high resolution calculations, compared with the lower
resolution calculations, is seen in the Gulf of Mexico, where the eddies shed from the
loop current are more intense and maintain their character for longer period of time. As
with the low resolution experiments, a Gulf Stream path too close to the continental

Ž .slope e.g., as in H1 and H2 seems to relate to a lower Gulf Stream variability.
Ž . Ž .The surface elevation variability of the low L2 and high H3 resolution calculations

across the Gulf Stream are now compare with the variability obtained from the
Ž .TopexrPoseidon altimeter Fig. 15 . Both, the low and the high resolution models

underestimate the variability in the open ocean, compared to observations, by about a
factor of 2. In the relatively high resolution Caribbean Sea, both models calculate quite

Ž .realistic variabilities Fig. 15a . At all three sections, the model Gulf Stream is found
north of the observed location, a result of the Gulf Stream separation problem, as
discussed before. However, the maximum variability in the high resolution model is

Ž .comparable to the observed variability at 658N and at 708N Fig. 15a and b . Further
downstream, at 608W, the extension of the model Gulf Stream is too weak in both
resolutions and the variability is only about half of the observed variability. This
comparison, while showing some improvement as model resolution increases, clearly
indicate that even higher model resolution is needed.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Free surface sigma coordinate ocean models, such as the POM, are now being used
for variety of applications, ranging from small-scale process studies and coastal and
estuarine modeling and prediction to basin-scale ocean circulation and climate change

Ž .modeling see, for example, Ezer, 1996, for a summary of POM applications . There-
fore, it is important to systematically evaluate the sensitivity of the model to various
parameters, to help users choose the best parameters for their particular application. The
model configuration tested here includes the North Atlantic basin from 58N to 508N and
uses a curvilinear orthogonal grid with higher resolution in the western North Atlantic
and lower resolution in the eastern North Atlantic; this model domain is also covered by
other types of models as part of the Data Assimilation and Model Evaluation Experi-

Ž .ments in the North Atlantic Basin DAMEE-NAB .
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The choice of lateral boundary conditions is a major problem in regional ocean
models. Two different boundary conditions were tested here, a closed boundary condi-
tion with no flow across the solid north and south boundaries, typical of many basin

Ž .scale models Beckmann et al. 1994; Chassignet et al. 1996 , and an open boundary
condition wherein the transport through the boundaries are imposed from a large scale

Ž .climate model of the entire Atlantic Ocean Ezer and Mellor, 1997 . In both cases,
temperature and salinity fields are relaxed towards the monthly climatological fields in
buffer zones near the boundaries. The flow field is expected to adjust to the density field
within the buffer zones. However, the experiments show that in the case of closed
boundaries, the buffer zones are unable to produce enough barotropic western boundary
inflow from the north; consequently, the northern recirculation gyre north of the Gulf
Stream is too weak and the Gulf Stream separates from the coast farther north, compared
with the case with open boundary conditions. A similar result was obtained in the Gulf

Ž .Stream separation study of Ezer and Mellor 1992 , using a smaller domain. In most of
Ž .the previous regional applications of POM e.g., Ezer and Mellor, 1992, 1994 buffer

zones were not used; instead seasonal temperature and salinity are advected into inflow
open boundaries. Even with open boundary conditions, the separation of the Gulf
Stream, though improved by intensifying the northern recirculation gyre, is still not

Žsatisfactory. The location of the northern boundary at 508N an imposed requirement in
.the DAMEE intercomparison study , which is close to the Gulf Stream and in a region

of intense exchange of water masses, is probably not the best choice. A model based on
ŽPOM which extends further north into the Greenland Sea Ezer and Mellor, 1997; Ezer,

.1999 seems to produce a more realistic Gulf Stream separation than the current limited
area model. It is also clear that the model resolution here is insufficient and in fact,

Ž .Hulburt and Hogan 2000, this issue suggest that a grid resolution, higher than 1r168

may be needed to produce realistic Gulf Stream separation.
An area of some concern in using a bottom following sigma coordinate system is the

Ž .along-sigma horizontal diffusion formulation Mellor and Blumberg, 1985 . The vertical
component of the diffusion term over steep topography may increase diapycnal mixing;
a solution of this problem is to subtract climatological fields in the diffusion formulation

Ž .as shown in Eq. 2 . The sensitivity experiments indeed, indicate that using this
Ž .approach with a moderate value of the diffusion and viscosity coefficients in Eq. 1 , say

0.1 as in L2 and H3, gives the best results for this particular application. A choice of
zero diffusivity is numerically possible even in low resolution sigma models, but it

Ž .produces some noise. The relaxation to climatology associated with Eq. 2 helps to
reduce the model climate drift. This relaxation is very weak however and thus allows

Ž .seasonal, mesoscale and interannual variabilities to exist Ezer and Mellor, 1997 .
Another possible alternative to reducing the diapycnal mixing is using isopycnally

Ž .oriented diffusion, as has been done in some applications of SPEM Barnier et al. 1998 .
Ž .The Smagorinsky-type formulation of diffusion in Eq. 1 seems to be a good choice

in models that use irregular grids, as in our experiments, and implies that diffusion and
viscosity are proportional to the square of the grid size. However, the results do not
show a simple relation between grid size and variability since the effect of diffusion on
different parts of the domain is strongly related to the particular characteristics of the
local dynamics. For example, variability in the eastern North Atlantic is not sensitive at
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all to the choice of diffusion and viscosity, but variability in the western North Atlantic
is. Decreasing grid size by only 50% causes Gulf Stream variability to increase by a
factor of 2 and, in some places, the maximum model variability is comparable to
observations. It is likely that there is a threshold of resolution for each region to
accurately produce the observed variability; we have not reached this resolution in most
of the present model domain.
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